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MasterCamps
MasterCamps invites clubs, academies of footballers, sports associa�ons and 
individual people to par�cipate in football and sports camps, organized in the 

beau�ful sunny town of Lloret de Mar in the coast of Costa Brava in Spain, region of 
Catalonia – football cradle of this country.

Our 3*** and 4**** hotels with pools located 
right on the beach as well as entertainment 
center with excellent food in the form of a 
Swedish table will allow you to regenerate a�er 
hard training and supplement the necessary 
calories and vitamins. In turn, �me spent in the 
games room or dances relaxes the mind and 
body.

The Costa Brava region is an excellent 
place for sports camps. Warm with 
sunny aura throughout the year, also 
during the winter holidays, the weather 
allows you to have great training 
sessions on ar�ficial and grass pitches at 
15-20'C

Accommodation

Location

Professionally prepared pitches

Trainings take place on perfectly
prepared pitches
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MasterCamps is not only 
training, but above all  the 
opportunity to play in matches 
with local teams.

The biggest a�rac�on, however, is 
a full-day trip to Barcelona with 
sightseeing of the most important 
monuments, Camp Nou stadium 
and the possibility of entering the 
match FC Barcelona or Espanyol 
Barcelona.

Attractions

We provide

Sparrings

ź two trainings a day,

ź �ckets for the FC Barcelona or Espanyol Barcelona match, at an addi�onal cost
ź 24-hour care of a paramedic,

ź souvenir gadgets.

ź full board: three meals in the form of a Swedish buffet (juice, tea, coffee for breakfast, 
and water for lunch and dinner); on the day of arrival we provide lunch and dinner, on the 
day of departure breakfast,

ź beach training,

ź a conference room

ź a trip to Barcelona with visits to the most special places and the Camp Nou stadium 
(according to current prices),

ź water during training,

ź 7 nights in a 3 *** hotel or 4 **** with a swimming pool, in 2, 3 or 4-bed rooms,
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ź 2-person rooms for the coaching staff,

ź for 3- to 4-person rooms,
ź it is also possible to leave for parents / guardians at the same price.

ź in the case of more nights, the offer and schedule will be determined individually, depending 
on the group's expecta�ons.

ź the trip takes place at a group of at least 49 people, including two carers free.

ź it is also possible to leave for parents / guardians at the same price,
ź admission �cket and transport to the FC Barcelona or Espanyol Barcelona match is not 

included in the price of stay; the �cket price depends on the FC Barcelona rival,

We organize the camps throughout the year, at any chosen �me, and we plan the camp schedule 
individually for each group. You can trust us. Let the reviews and recommenda�ons of our clients on 
Facebook and Google be a proof.

We speak fluent Polish, English, German and Spanish. 

MasterCamps is a team of people with many years of experience who try they best to make the 
football camp with us a dream come true for every athlete.

Information and notes

Why Us?

Contact

They trusted us, among others

MasterCamps
ul.Kaszubska 34/2
70-227 Szczecin
NIP: 2530343424

+48 535 099 098
+48 507 706 995

kontakt@mastercamps.eu
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